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• To identify where the atmosphere is most sensitive to changes in the 
land surface

• To see which surface properties matter most at any given location.

• To untangle the physical pathways through which the land can influence 
the atmosphere.
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The state of the atmospheres impacts the land surface
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The state of the atmospheres impacts the land surface

Changes in the land surface drive responses in the atmosphere
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Coupled system – the atmosphere 
influences the land, but the land also 
influences the atmosphere (on both 
local and global scales)1
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Changes in vegeta,on have been shown 
to drive large atmospheric responses

However, using complex land models, it can 
be difficult to understand exactly why some 
observed atmospheric response came about.
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Converting	grasslands	to	forests	involves	several	biophysical	modifications:
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Suppose we did this experiment and got a big increase in cloud cover. Why? 

Warmer, darker surface = more uplift?   Rougher surface = more mixing?    Higher transpiration = more humid? 
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Converting	grasslands	to	forests	involves	several	biophysical	modi7ications:
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(albedo)

Rooting	depth	
(available	water)
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We would like to be able to 
directly control each of these 

surface properties

Suppose we did this experiment and got a big increase in cloud cover. Why? 
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SLIM: what is in it?
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SLIM: what is in it?

Tunable “knobs”:

• Albedo
• Roughness (vegetation height) [m] 
• Evaporative resistance [s/m]
• Water bucket capacity [kg/m2]
• Snow masking depth [kg/m2]
• Soil heat capacity
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SLIM: what is in it?

Directly controllable surface parameters → we know exactly what change is 
occurring on the land surface

Know the atmospheric response we observe is due to that imposed change
mlague@uw.edu
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• Albedo
• Roughness (vegetaMon height) [m] 
• EvaporaMve resistance [s/m]
• Water bucket capacity [kg/m2]
• Snow masking depth [kg/m2]
• Soil heat capacity



SLIM: Things we’ve used it for so far
Sensitivity tests: how the atmosphere responds to specific changes in the land surface

change is small. Conversely, surface temperature changes
in the offline simulations are larger in regions with a large
amount of incident solar radiation at the surface (the
tropics andmidlatitudes). Despite the fact that equatorial
regions receive the most incoming solar radiation at the
top of the atmosphere, the large amount of deep cloud
cover over the tropics blocks a lot of solar radiation, and
the largest amount of downwelling solar radiation at the
surface in the annual mean actually occurs over northern
Africa and the Arabian Peninsula (Fig. S11).
The surface temperature response to decreasing al-

bedo in the tropics is smaller than in the midlatitude
deserts not only because of the difference in the incident
solar radiation at the surface, but also because of dif-
ferences in the amount of water available on the land
surface due to high tropical precipitation rates. As such,
though decreasing albedo does lead to an increase in the

total energy absorbed at the surface in the tropics
(Fig. 4e), that excess energy is removed from the surface
primarily by evaporating more water (Fig. 4h), negating
the need for increased surface temperatures and
changes in upward longwave radiation (Fig. 4f). The
largest surface temperature changes in the offline sim-
ulations occur in sunny, dry regions such as the Sahara
and Arabian Peninsula, where latent cooling is not able
to occur and the excess absorbed solar energy is bal-
anced by increased surface temperatures and sensible
heat fluxes (Figs. 4f,g).

2) COUPLED

In the coupled simulations, changes in energy fluxes are
transmitted to the atmosphere, with potential resulting
interactions and feedbacks between the land and the at-
mosphere. Interactions with the atmosphere could cause

FIG. 3. Annual mean scaled surface temperature Ts response (K) for (a)–(c) coupled simulations and (d)–(f)
offline simulations, per (a),(d) 0.04 darkening of the surface albedo, (b),(e) 50 sm21 increase in evaporative re-
sistance, and (c),(f) 5.0-m decrease in vegetation height. Violet regions (DTs , 20.1) indicate regions where the
temperature cooled substantially in response to the prescribed surface change. Stippling indicates regionswhere the
slope is not significantly different from zero (p . 0.05).
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Δ Land Surface Temperature in a Coupled SLIM-CAM run

Laguë et al. 2019



SLIM: Things we’ve used it for so far
EvaporaMon impacts on temperature extremes & variability, and why

Kong et al. 2022

F��. 2. AB20�AB1000 di�erence in summer climatology of temperature and surface energy fluxes. (a) )2<, (b)

)B, (c) net shortwave radiation ((,=, positive downward), (d) downwelling longwave radiation (!,3 , positive

downward), (e) upwelling longwave radiation (!,D , positive upward), (f) net radiation minus ground heat flux

('=�⌧, positive downward), (g) sensible heat flux (SH), and (h) latent heat flux (LH). Units:  for temperature,

and, <
�2 for energy fluxes.
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Low – High evaporaMve resistance



SLIM: Things we’ve used it for so far

Fixing climatological soil moisture (in this 
case, to look at temperature variability)

Lague, Vargas ZepeJello et al. in Prep

Prescribed climatolgoical soil moisture 

Freely interacting soil moisture



SLIM: Things we’ve used it for so far

Crazier thought experiments, like comparing a Desert World to a Swamp World

Lague et al. In Review

manuscript submitted to Environmental Research Letters

spheric water vapor. There is a strong linear relationship across the simulations between184

terrestrial evaporation and terrestrial surface temperature, and between global mean sur-185

face temperatures and total atmospheric water vapor (Fig. 3c,d).

Figure 3. Annual mean change in latent heat flux (a) and total column water vapor (c) for

the DesertLand - SwampLand simulations. Scatter plots showing the relationship between annual

mean (b) land surface temperature and terrestrial evaporation and (d) global mean surface tem-

perature and global mean total column water vapor. In a/c, only changes that pass a statistical

test are shown, where values are significant if the p-values calculated from a student’s t-test pass

a false discovery rate of 0.15.

186

DesertLand has the most atmospheric water vapor, despite having suppressed land187

evaporation (Figs. 3). The planet as a whole is not water limited in the modern conti-188

nental configuration, so ocean evaporation increases in the DesertLand simulation (Fig. 4a).189

However, this only partially compensates for the reduction in land evaporation, so there190

is less surface evaporation in the global mean in DesertLand. Precipitation over both land191

and ocean is accordingly reduced in DesertLand, but the atmosphere has more total wa-192

ter vapor in DesertLand than SwampLand (Fig. 4c). This is true of both land and ocean193

regions in the lower and upper troposphere, except for a drying of some subtropical re-194

gions and in the lower troposphere of inland continental regions (Figs. 5, 6).195

The reduction in global mean precipitation and increase in global mean water va-196

por content together imply an increase in the residence time of atmospheric water va-197

por. Specifically, this residence time has been defined as the ratio of global mean pre-198

cipitable water Q to global mean precipitation P (Trenberth, 1998),199

τ ≡
Q

P
(1)

–6–
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(Desert evaporates less, but ends up with more water vapour globally; residence <me of water vapour goes up ~50%)



SLIM: feedback we’d like from AWMG

• Some things CAM needs from the land that SLIM can’t produce:

• Dust (we use a climatological dust flux from CLM)

• Dry deposiMon of aerosols  

• Anything glaring here we’ve missed? 

✔

?
?



SLIM: coming to a CESM repo near you…

• SLIM will be included in the CESM 2.3 release
(thanks to much effort from Erik Kluzek and Sam Levis!)

• Be able to toggle on/off in the land model spot of the namelist

2000_CAM60_CLM50%SP_CICE%PRES_DOCN%DOM_MOSART_CISM2%NOEVOLVE_SWAV

2000_CAM60_SLIM_CICE%PRES_DOCN%DOM_MOSART_CISM2%NOEVOLVE_SWAV

• Currently, SLIM is publicly accessible at
hPps://github.com/ESCOMP/SimpleLand

https://github.com/ESCOMP/SimpleLand
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QuesUons/comments/concerns?
marysa.lague@utah.edu
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